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Melanie Brasor (Dowling College)
  Enslavement, Freedom, and Health: A Bioarchaeological Study of Enslaved and Manumitted African American Children

Evan Bird (New York University/Rutgers University)
  Characteristics of Close Contact .22-Caliber Gunshot Entrance & Exit Defects in Long Bones

Sarah Heins (University at Albany)
  Global Gender Gaps

Kiersten Fussell (University at Albany)
  Analysis of the Missoula Cemetery: Missoula, Montana

Timothy Elrod (Grand Valley State University)
  Bioarchaeology of Cave Burials from Western Ukraine during the Neolithic: Preliminary Findings

Julie Ferguson (University at Albany)
  A Reanalysis of Skeletal Remains from Charles F. Wrays' Series in Seneca Archaeology

Jordan Karsten (University at Albany)